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Fig. 1. Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency-averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters de-
termined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm, computed over 94 % of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoreti-
cal spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown
in the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties.

The large upward shift in Ase�2⌧ reflects the change in the abso-
lute calibration of the HFI. As noted in Sect. 2.3, the 2013 analy-
sis did not propagate an error on the Planck absolute calibration
through to cosmological parameters. Coincidentally, the changes
to the absolute calibration compensate for the downward change
in ⌧ and variations in the other cosmological parameters to keep
the parameter �8 largely unchanged from the 2013 value. This
will be important when we come to discuss possible tensions
between the amplitude of the matter fluctuations at low redshift
estimated from various astrophysical data sets and the Planck
CMB values for the base ⇤CDM cosmology (see Sect. 5.6).

(4) Likelihoods. Constructing a high-multipole likelihood for
Planck, particularly with T E and EE spectra, is complicated
and di�cult to check at the sub-� level against numerical
simulations because the simulations cannot model the fore-
grounds, noise properties, and low-level data processing of
the real Planck data to su�ciently high accuracy. Within the
Planck collaboration, we have tested the sensitivity of the re-
sults to the likelihood methodology by developing several in-
dependent analysis pipelines. Some of these are described in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016). The most highly developed of

them are the CamSpec and revised Plik pipelines. For the 2015
Planck papers, the Plik pipeline was chosen as the baseline.
Column 6 of Table 1 lists the cosmological parameters for base
⇤CDM determined from the Plik cross-half-mission likeli-
hood, together with the lowP likelihood, applied to the 2015
full-mission data. The sky coverage used in this likelihood is
identical to that used for the CamSpec 2015F(CHM) likelihood.
However, the two likelihoods di↵er in the modelling of instru-
mental noise, Galactic dust, treatment of relative calibrations,
and multipole limits applied to each spectrum.

As summarized in column 8 of Table 1, the Plik and
CamSpec parameters agree to within 0.2�, except for ns, which
di↵ers by nearly 0.5�. The di↵erence in ns is perhaps not sur-
prising, since this parameter is sensitive to small di↵erences in
the foreground modelling. Di↵erences in ns between Plik and
CamSpec are systematic and persist throughout the grid of ex-
tended ⇤CDM models discussed in Sect. 6. We emphasize that
the CamSpec and Plik likelihoods have been written indepen-
dently, though they are based on the same theoretical framework.
None of the conclusions in this paper (including those based on
the full “TT,TE,EE” likelihoods) would di↵er in any substantive
way had we chosen to use the CamSpec likelihood in place of
Plik. The overall shifts of parameters between the Plik 2015
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Fig. 3. Frequency-averaged T E and EE spectra (without fitting for temperature-to-polarization leakage). The theoretical T E and
EE spectra plotted in the upper panel of each plot are computed from the Planck TT+lowP best-fit model of Fig. 1. Residuals with
respect to this theoretical model are shown in the lower panel in each plot. The error bars show ±1� errors. The green lines in the
lower panels show the best-fit temperature-to-polarization leakage model of Eqs. (11a) and (11b), fitted separately to the T E and
EE spectra.
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Fig. 3. Frequency-averaged T E and EE spectra (without fitting for temperature-to-polarization leakage). The theoretical T E and
EE spectra plotted in the upper panel of each plot are computed from the Planck TT+lowP best-fit model of Fig. 1. Residuals with
respect to this theoretical model are shown in the lower panel in each plot. The error bars show ±1� errors. The green lines in the
lower panels show the best-fit temperature-to-polarization leakage model of Eqs. (11a) and (11b), fitted separately to the T E and
EE spectra.
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Fig. 1. Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency-averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood, with foreground and other nuisance parameters de-
termined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm, computed over 94 % of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoreti-
cal spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown
in the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties.
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Table 3. Parameters of the base⇤CDM cosmology computed from the 2015 baseline Planck likelihoods, illustrating the consistency
of parameters determined from the temperature and polarization spectra at high multipoles. Column [1] uses the TT spectra at low
and high multipoles and is the same as column [6] of Table 1. Columns [2] and [3] use only the T E and EE spectra at high
multipoles, and only polarization at low multipoles. Column [4] uses the full likelihood. The last column lists the deviations of the
cosmological parameters determined from the Planck TT+lowP and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP likelihoods.

Parameter [1] Planck TT+lowP [2] Planck TE+lowP [3] Planck EE+lowP [4] Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP ([1] � [4])/�[1]

⌦bh2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.02222 ± 0.00023 0.02228 ± 0.00025 0.0240 ± 0.0013 0.02225 ± 0.00016 �0.1
⌦ch2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.1197 ± 0.0022 0.1187 ± 0.0021 0.1150+0.0048

�0.0055 0.1198 ± 0.0015 0.0
100✓MC . . . . . . . . 1.04085 ± 0.00047 1.04094 ± 0.00051 1.03988 ± 0.00094 1.04077 ± 0.00032 0.2
⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.078 ± 0.019 0.053 ± 0.019 0.059+0.022

�0.019 0.079 ± 0.017 �0.1
ln(1010As) . . . . . . 3.089 ± 0.036 3.031 ± 0.041 3.066+0.046

�0.041 3.094 ± 0.034 �0.1
ns . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9655 ± 0.0062 0.965 ± 0.012 0.973 ± 0.016 0.9645 ± 0.0049 0.2
H0 . . . . . . . . . . . 67.31 ± 0.96 67.73 ± 0.92 70.2 ± 3.0 67.27 ± 0.66 0.0
⌦m . . . . . . . . . . . 0.315 ± 0.013 0.300 ± 0.012 0.286+0.027

�0.038 0.3156 ± 0.0091 0.0
�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.829 ± 0.014 0.802 ± 0.018 0.796 ± 0.024 0.831 ± 0.013 0.0
109Ase�2⌧ . . . . . . 1.880 ± 0.014 1.865 ± 0.019 1.907 ± 0.027 1.882 ± 0.012 �0.1

likelihood. The residuals in both T E and EE are similar to those
from Plik. The main di↵erence can be seen at low multipoles
in the EE spectrum, where CamSpec shows a higher dispersion,
consistent with the error model, though there are several high
points at ` ⇡ 200 corresponding to the minimum in the EE spec-
trum, which may be caused by small errors in the subtraction
of polarized Galactic emission using 353 GHz as a foreground
template (and there are also di↵erences in the covariance matri-
ces at high multipoles caused by di↵erences in the methods used
in CamSpec and Plik to estimate noise). Generally, cosmolog-
ical parameters determined from the CamSpec likelihood have
smaller formal errors than those from Plik because there are no
nuisance parameters describing polarized Galactic foregrounds
in CamSpec.

3.3.3. Consistency of cosmological parameters from the TT ,
T E, and EE spectra

The consistency between parameters of the base ⇤CDM model
determined from the Plik temperature and polarization spec-
tra are summarized in Table 3 and in Fig. 6. As pointed out by
Zaldarriaga et al. (1997) and Galli et al. (2014), precision mea-
surements of the CMB polarization spectra have the potential to
constrain cosmological parameters to higher accuracy than mea-
surements of the TT spectra because the acoustic peaks are nar-
rower in polarization and unresolved foreground contributions at
high multipoles are much lower in polarization than in temper-
ature. The entries in Table 3 show that cosmological parameters
that do not depend strongly on ⌧ are consistent between the TT
and T E spectra, to within typically 0.5� or better. Furthermore,
the cosmological parameters derived from the T E spectra have
comparable errors to the TT parameters. None of the conclu-
sions in this paper would change in any significant way were we
to use the T E parameters in place of the TT parameters. The
consistency of the cosmological parameters for base ⇤CDM be-
tween temperature and polarization therefore gives added confi-
dence that Planck parameters are insensitive to the specific de-
tails of the foreground model that we have used to correct the
TT spectra. The EE parameters are also typically within about
1� of the TT parameters, though because the EE spectra from
Planck are noisier than the TT spectra, the errors on the EE pa-
rameters are significantly larger than those from TT . However,
both the T E and EE likelihoods give lower values of ⌧, As and
�8, by over 1� compared to the TT solutions. Noticee that the

T E and EE entries in Table 3 do not use any information from
the temperature in the low-multipole likelihood. The tendency
for higher values of �8, As, and ⌧ in the Planck TT+lowP solu-
tion is driven, in part, by the temperature power spectrum at low
multipoles.

Columns [4] and [5] of Table 3 compare the parameters
of the Planck TT likelihood with the full Planck TT,T E, EE
likelihood. These are in agreement, shifting by less than 0.2�.
Although we have emphasized the presence of systematic ef-
fects in the Planck polarization spectra, which are not accounted
for in the errors quoted in column [4] of Table 3, the consis-
tency of the Planck TT and Planck TT,T E, EE parameters pro-
vides strong evidence that residual systematics in the polariza-
tion spectra have little impact on the scientific conclusions in this
paper. The consistency of the base ⇤CDM parameters from tem-
perature and polarization is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6. As a
rough rule-of-thumb, for base ⇤CDM, or extensions to ⇤CDM
with spatially flat geometry, using the full Planck TT,T E, EE
likelihood produces improvements in cosmological parameters
of about the same size as adding BAO to the Planck TT+lowP
likelihood.

3.4. Constraints on the reionization optical depth parameter ⌧

The reionization optical depth parameter ⌧ provides an important
constraint on models of early galaxy evolution and star forma-
tion. The evolution of the inter-galactic Ly↵ opacity measured in
the spectra of quasars can be used to set limits on the epoch of
reionization (Gunn & Peterson 1965). The most recent measure-
ments suggest that the reionization of the inter-galactic medium
was largely complete by a redshift z ⇡ 6 (Fan et al. 2006). The
steep decline in the space density of Ly↵-emitting galaxies over
the redshift range 6 <⇠ z <⇠ 8 also implies a low redshift of reion-
ization (Choudhury et al. 2015). As a reference, for the Planck
parameters listed in Table 3, instantaneous reionization at red-
shift z = 7 results in an optical depth of ⌧ = 0.048.

The optical depth ⌧ can also be constrained from observa-
tions of the CMB. The WMAP9 results of Bennett et al. (2013)
give ⌧ = 0.089 ± 0.014, corresponding to an instantaneous red-
shift of reionization zre = 10.6 ± 1.1. The WMAP constraint
comes mainly from the EE spectrum in the multipole range
` = 2–6. It has been argued (e.g., Robertson et al. 2013, and ref-
erences therein) that the high optical depth reported by WMAP
cannot be produced by galaxies seen in deep redshift surveys,
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coming from
the CMB and low-redshift experiments in the ⇤CDM model. Inner and outer coloured regions denote
1 � and 2 � contours, respectively.

improved for particles decaying around matter-radiation equality by up to a factor 2. For
other lifetimes, LSS data do not tighten CMB bounds.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we have revisited the issue of cosmological bounds on decay of a fraction of
dark matter into some form of inert, or “dark” radiation, i.e. relativistic degrees of freedom
not interacting electromagnetically. Within the standard model, neutrinos or gravitational
waves are the only candidates with the right properties, but beyond the standard model,
additional particles may play this role.

With respect to the past literature, we have improved in several respects: The most
obvious one is that we have been using the most recent datasets available, which should
ideally lead to tighter constraints. Note also that we have corrected a mistake in the older
work of [23] with a similar aim, which implies that we do not expect our constraints to
match those of this reference, and does not justify a direct comparison. We have described
in detail the impact of the DM decay on the TT and EE CMB power spectra, and on the
matter power spectrum. This impact depends a lot on the order of magnitude of the DM
lifetime. We have extended the parameter space to much smaller lifetimes, which provides a
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Figure 11. Non-tomographic DES SV (blue circles), CFHTLenS
K13 (orange squares) and Planck (red) data points projected
onto the matter power spectrum (black line). This projection is
cosmology-dependent and assumes the Planck best fit cosmology
in ⇤CDM. The Planck error bars change size abruptly because
the C`s are binned in larger ` bins above ` = 50.

of the point is the median of the window function of the
P (k) integral used to predict the observable (⇠+ or C`). The
height of the point is given by the ratio of the observed to
predicted observable, multiplied by the theory power spec-
trum at that wavenumber. For simplicity we use the no-
tomography results from each of DES SV and CFHTLenS
(K13). The results are therefore cosmology dependent, and
we use the Planck best fit cosmology for the version shown
here. The CFHTLenS results are below the Planck best fit
at almost all scales (see also discussion in MacCrann et al.
2014). The DES results agree relatively well with Planck up
to the maximum wavenumber probed by Planck, and then
drop towards the CFHTLenS results.

6.2 Dark Energy

The DES SV data is only 3% of the total area of the full
DES survey, so we do not expect to be able to significantly
constrain dark energy with this data. Nonetheless, we have
recomputed the fiducial DES SV constraints for the second
simplest dark energy model, wCDM, which has a free (but
constant with redshift) equation of state parameter w, in
addition to the other cosmological and fiducial nuisance pa-
rameters (see Section 3). The purple contours in Figure 12
show constraints on w versus the main cosmic shear param-
eter S8; we find DES SV has a slight preference for lower
values of w, with w < �0.68 at 95% confidence. There is a
small positive correlation between w and S8, but our con-
straints on S8 are generally robust to variation in w.

The Planck constraints (the red contours in Figure 12)
agree well with the DES SV constraints: combining DES SV
with Planck gives negligibly di↵erent results to Planck alone.
This is also the case when combining with the Planck+ext
results shown in grey. Planck Collaboration et al. (2015b)

Figure 12. Constraints on the dark energy equation of state w
and S8 ⌘ �8(⌦m/0.3)0.5, from DES SV (purple), Planck (red),
CFHTLenS (orange), and Planck+ext (grey). DES SV is consis-
tent with Planck at w = �1. The constraints on S8 from DES SV
alone are also generally robust to variation in w.

discuss that while Planck CMB temperature data alone do
not strongly constrain w, they do appear to show close to a
2� preference for w < �1. However, they attribute it partly
to a parameter volume e↵ect, and note that the values of
other cosmological parameters in much of the w < �1 region
are ruled out by other datasets (such as those used in the
‘ext’ combination).

Planck CMB data combined with CFHTLenS also show
a preference for w < �1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015b).
The CFHTLenS constraints (orange contours) in Figure 12
show a similar degeneracy direction to the DES SV results,
although with a preference for slightly higher values of w
and lower S8. The tension between Planck and CFHTLenS
in ⇤CDM is visible at w = �1, and interestingly, is not fully
resolved at any value of w in Figure 12. This casts doubt on
the validity of combining the two datasets in wCDM.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first constraints on cosmology from
the Dark Energy Survey. Using 139 square degrees of Science
Verification data we have constrained the matter density of
the Universe ⌦m and the amplitude of fluctuations �8, and
find that the tightest constraints are placed on the degener-
ate combination S8 ⌘ �8(⌦m/0.3)0.5, which we measure to
7% accuracy to be S8 = 0.81± 0.06.

DES SV alone places weak constraints on the dark
energy equation of state: w < �0.68 (95%). These do
not significantly change constraints on w compared to
Planck alone, and the cosmological constant remains within
marginalised DES SV+Planck contours.

The state of the art in cosmic shear, CFHTLenS, gives
rise to some tension when compared with the most powerful
dataset in cosmology, Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
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5 Conclusions

In this article, we have revisited the issue of cosmological bounds on decay of a fraction of
dark matter into some form of inert, or “dark” radiation, i.e. relativistic degrees of freedom
not interacting electromagnetically. Within the standard model, neutrinos or gravitational
waves are the only candidates with the right properties, but beyond the standard model,
additional particles may play this role.

With respect to the past literature, we have improved in several respects: The most
obvious one is that we have been using the most recent datasets available, which should
ideally lead to tighter constraints. Note also that we have corrected a mistake in the older
work of [23] with a similar aim, which implies that we do not expect our constraints to
match those of this reference, and does not justify a direct comparison. We have described
in detail the impact of the DM decay on the TT and EE CMB power spectra, and on the
matter power spectrum. This impact depends a lot on the order of magnitude of the DM
lifetime. We have extended the parameter space to much smaller lifetimes, which provides a
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where the dots represent derivatives with respect to conformal time, ⇢
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are the

average energy densities of DM and DR respectively and �
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and ✓
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are related to the over

density and velocity divergence in fluid X. We have also set the two metric perturbations

equal because we are treating the photons and dark radiation as ideal fluids (no anisotropic

stress) and did not include neutrinos which have sizable anisotropic stresses. The interaction

between dark matter and dark radiation is encoded in the momentum transfer rate ⌧�1
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]. It is defined as the change in momentum ~̇p
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which a DM particle with

momentum ~P experiences due to friction as it is moving through the dark gluon fluid.

Microscopically, the friction arises from collisions between DM particles and dark gluons
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where now the initial DM momentum ~p is non-zero and we expand to first order in p/M
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Employing the same approximations as for the energy transfer rate we obtain
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We integrate the equations for the over densities from a = 10�7 until a = 10�3. To

focus only on e↵ects of the coupling between DM and DR we form a ratio where we divide

the power spectrum with interactions turned on by the power spectrum with ↵
d

= 0. The

power spectra we show are defined as P (k) ⌘ c �2
DM

at a = 10�3 where c is an arbitrary

normalization. Note that since the equations are linear any e↵ects on the power spectra

from initial conditions and the normalization drop out in the ratio.
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dark matter into some form of inert, or “dark” radiation, i.e. relativistic degrees of freedom
not interacting electromagnetically. Within the standard model, neutrinos or gravitational
waves are the only candidates with the right properties, but beyond the standard model,
additional particles may play this role.

With respect to the past literature, we have improved in several respects: The most
obvious one is that we have been using the most recent datasets available, which should
ideally lead to tighter constraints. Note also that we have corrected a mistake in the older
work of [23] with a similar aim, which implies that we do not expect our constraints to
match those of this reference, and does not justify a direct comparison. We have described
in detail the impact of the DM decay on the TT and EE CMB power spectra, and on the
matter power spectrum. This impact depends a lot on the order of magnitude of the DM
lifetime. We have extended the parameter space to much smaller lifetimes, which provides a
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B. Reconciling cosmological data sets

Our results are summarized by Table I. The most striking facts are, first, that our model

can reconcile CMB, BAO and LSS data, and even the H
0

measurement of [16]; and second,

that when at least CMB and LSS data are included in the fit, the minimum e↵ective �2

decreases by a substantial amount when going from the ⇤CDM model to our model: ��2 =

�9.6 for CMB+LSS and ��2 = �11.4 for CMB+BAO+LSS.
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FIG. 4: 68% and 95% CL contours for (�
8

, H
0

) and (�
8

, ⌦
m

): first, for the ⇤CDM model and

CMB+BAO data (green); next, for our model and CMB+BAO data (black), CMB+LSS data

(blue), CMB+BAO+LSS data (red). This figure can be compared with Fig. 33 of Planck 2015 [1],

to show a clear di↵erence between our model and all the massive active/sterile neutrino models

used in that figure: our model can explain a lower �
8

without requiring at the same time a lower

H
0

or a higher ⌦
m

(on the contrary, it is compatible with higher H
0

values).

A good way to appreciate these results is to look at the (�
8

, H
0

) and (�
8

, ⌦
m

) contours

shown in Figure 4. The CMB+BAO results for ⇤CDM are shown in green. These results are

notoriously in 3-4� tension with LSS data, which require at the same time a lower �
8

and a

similar ⌦
m

, and in 2-3� tension with the high value of H
0

from [16]. The CMB+BAO results

for our model are shown in black/grey. The comparison of the green and black contours

makes the point. Our model is compatible with much lower values of �
8

for the same range

of ⌦
m

values. It is also compatible with much larger H
0

values. It is worth stressing that

this represents a crucial di↵erence between our model and more traditional models featuring

extra relativistic or massive relics (like sterile neutrinos) in combination with massive active

neutrinos. These models have been invoked by Ref. [33] to reconcile tensions between CMB,
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runs with ⇤CDM and the same combinations of data; in each case, we report the di↵erence

between the minimum �2 of the two models3.

Exploring the range [0-0.07] could be theoretically motivated by assuming some entropy

production mechanism, like the decay of some other particles into the SM thermal bath. In

that case, more ingredients are needed, and physical e↵ects on the CMB and LSS observables

are a bit di↵erent. Indeed, in the limit of very small DR density, one can reach a new regime

in which the e↵ect of the drag of DM on DR can be as relevant as the drag of DR on DM.

We defer the study of this other class of models to a future publication.

Parameter CMB+BAO CMB+LSS CMB+BAO CMB+BAO

+LSS +LSS+H
0

100!
b

2.236+0.024

�0.026

2.219+0.029

�0.041

2.220+0.021

�0.025

2.234+0.025

�0.026

!
dm

0.1244+0.0021

�0.0040

0.1256+0.0034

�0.0047

0.1249+0.0023

�0.0049

0.1274+0.0040

�0.0060

�N
fluid

< 0.58 < 0.71 < 0.67 < 0.59

107�
0

[Mpc�1] < 1.54 1.74+0.57

�0.55

1.65+0.42

�0.44

1.69+0.43

�0.48

H
0

[km/(s Mpc)] 69.1+0.8

�1.3

69.0+1.4

�2.4

69.1+0.8

�1.5

70.2+1.3

�1.6

109A
s

2.220+0.079

�0.081

2.205+0.063

�0.076

2.205+0.063

�0.069

2.217+0.062

�0.070

n
s

0.9709+0.0048

�0.0053

0.9762+0.0070

�0.0081

0.9736+0.0051

�0.0055

0.9796+0.0049

�0.0053

⌧
reio

0.084+0.018

�0.019

0.078+0.016

�0.019

0.079+0.015

�0.015

0.082+0.014

�0.016

⌦
m

0.3088+0.0082

�0.0083

0.3130+0.019

�0.018

0.3097+0.0085

�0.0083

0.3052+0.0080

�0.0083

�
8

0.811+0.026

�0.019

0.760+0.017

�0.019

0.762+0.011

�0.011

0.766+0.011

�0.011

��2 / ⇤CDM 0 -9.6 -11.4 -12.7

TABLE I: Mean value and 68%CL confidence interval (or, in a few cases, 95%CL upper limit) for

the eight parameters of our model (assuming flat priors) and two derived parameters. The last line

shows the minimum �2 value compared to that of ⇤CDM with the same data. Note that 107�
0

in

Mpc�1 is equal to 1021�
0

in s�1 to 3% accuracy.

3 In principle, if we were using the Multinest algorithm instead of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, we

could also report the Bayesian evidence ratio between the two models. This is beyond the scope of this

paper.
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light fermion charges.

We obtain

�N
fluid

= 0.07 (1 +
7

4
N

f

) (11)

for the case of q
dr

>⇠ 1 and

�N
fluid

= 0.07 (12)

for q
dr

<⇠ 1/3, and values of N
fluid

ranging between the two limiting cases for charges 1 <⇠
q
dr

<⇠ 1/3. For the drag coe�cient we obtain

�
0

= N
f

q2

dr

2⇡

9
↵2

d

log ↵�1

d

T 2

d

M
�

����
today

(13)

' 1.8 ⇥ 10�7 Mpc�1


N

f

q2

dr

2

� 
�↵2

d

log ↵
d

2.0 ⇥ 10�16

� 
1.7 TeV

M
�

�
. (14)

IV. FIT TO CURRENT DATA

A. Data and methodology

We use the code MontePython [25] to fit the model to currently available cosmological

data. We split the data into four categories:

• CMB: we use the Planck 2015 TT + low-` likelihood from Ref. [26].

• BAO: we use measurements of D
V

/r
drag

at z = 0.106 by 6dFGS [27], at z = 0.15 by

SDSS-MGS [28], at z = 0.32 by BOSS- LOWZ [29], and anisotropic BAO measure-

ments at z = 0.57 by BOSS-CMASS-DR11 [29].

• LSS: we use three probes of Large Scale Structure: the Planck 2015 lensing like-

lihood [30], the constraint �
8

(⌦
m

/0.27)0.46 = 0.774 ± 0.040 (68%CL) derived from

the weak lensing survey CFHTLenS [31], and the constraint �
8

(⌦
m

/0.27)0.30 =

0.782 ± 0.010 (68%CL) from Planck SZ cluster mass function [32]. The latter con-

straints should be taken with a grain of salt, because they have been inferred under

the assumption of a ⇤CDM model. However, our model produces a featureless matter

14

power spectrum on the scales probed by these experiments, so these constraints are

probably valid to a good approximation.

• H
0

: we occasionally also use the constraint H
0

= 73.8± 2.4 km/s/Mpc (68%CL) from

Riess et al. [16]. Direct measurements of the local Hubble rate by e.g. [16, 17] have

been questioned recently by the community, with the concern that systematic errors

might have been underestimated. However we will use it only in order to show that

our model is well compatible with such high values of the Hubble rate.

We did several MCMC runs with various combinations of these data sets, for the 6-parameter

⇤CDM model, and for our 8-parameter model (with a free e↵ective number of dark gluons

�N
fluid

, and a dark matter-dark gluon interaction rate �
0

, expressed in the code in inverse

Mega-parsecs). We define the ⇤CDM in the same way as the “base model” in Planck 2013

and Planck 2015, including two massless and one massive neutrino species with m = 0.06 eV,

and assuming an e↵ective neutrino number N
e↵

= 3.046. We keep exactly the same settings

in the model with interacting dark matter and dark gluons; in that case, the density of

usual CDM is set to zero, while the density of non-abelian dark matter is parametrized by

!
dm

= ⌦
dm

h2.

We impose flat priors on the parameters of our model: {!
b

, !
dm

, �N
fluid

, �
0

, H
0

, A
s

,

n
s

, ⌧
reio

}. Only the lower edge of the priors on �N
fluid

, �
0

and ⌧
reio

are relevant. For the

interaction rate, we just require �
0

� 0. We impose a prior ⌧
reio

� 0.04 on the optical depth

to reionisation2. Finally, for the dark gluon density parameter �N
fluid

, our non-Abelian DM-

DR model predicts discrete values �N
fluid

= 0.21, 0.56, 1.05, ... for N = 2, 3, 4, ..., while the

second model discussed in section III predicts �N
fluid

= 0.19, 0.32, 0.44, ... for N
f

= 1, 2, 3, ...

in the case of large light fermion charges and �N
fluid

= 0.07 for small charges. Hence we

stick to the theoretical prior �N
fluid

� 0.07 in all our MCMC runs. This means that the

standard ⇤CDM model (with �
0

= 0 and �N
fluid

= 0) is not a special point in the parameter

space of our “dark matter drag” models. This is not a problem from the point of view of the

statistical analysis, as long as we provide a way to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the “dark

matter drag” model compared to ⇤CDM. For that purpose, we performed some companion

2 This is done in order to avoid the limit ⌧
reio

�! 0, which is unphysical given the residual ionisation

fraction after recombination.
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Colliders: mono-jets
FIG. 3: Indirect detection constraints from gamma ray line searches from H.E.S.S. (blue region)

and projected sensitivity for gamma ray lines at CTA (gray region) assuming an NFW profile for

the dark matter distribution in the galactic center, taken from tracy+ian. still need to work on

this caption .
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FIG. 4: Expected significance of missing energy (MET) searches for DM at the LHC and a future

100 TeV collider. The solid black lines in each plot correspond to the sensitivity of the collider

to “wino”-like DM, an SU(2)
weak

triplet Majorana fermion. The colored dots labeled by di↵erent

N -values correspond to our models in which the DM is a Dirac fermion with multiplicity N and

mass chosen to yield the correct abundance from thermal freeze-out.

In the left panel of Figure 4 we show the expected sensitivity of the high luminosity LHC to

the DM in our model. The solid dots correspond to DM with multiplicity N and Dirac masses

chosen so that the correct thermal DM abundance is obtained. We see that the 14 TeV LHC

9

HL-LHC 100 TeV
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